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Abstract
Make decision during an epidemic process implies enter in the dialectic
of duality of goals: lives saved in the short term versus loss of quality of life
of the population in the long term. The optimization models may be used to
support epidemic management without entering the duality of goals do not try
to compare economic impact with avoided deaths, concentrating the
mathematical effort into avoid additional deaths over the minimum natural
death due to the biological aspects of the epidemics, considering the real
restrictions about economic budgets and logistics constraints. The pandemic
is a natural process that follows known mathematical rules, which involve
great uncertainty for being unknown, but humanity has developed great
scientific (analytical) capacity to face complex natural processes, managing a
pandemic like COVID-19 is perhaps the biggest challenge it must overcome.
Tackling the pandemic by ignoring humanity's ability to model processes and
find the "best" decision means that, despite acting with goodwill, policies that
do not produce the greatest social well-being and that possibly generate more
dead than the minimum possible and cause an economic impact that negatively
affects quality of life by returning to levels 20 or more years ago, it affects
strongly to countries in development way. SEIMR/R-S simulation epidemic
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model is the core of SEIMR/R-S/OPT, it considers the impact of modeling the
population divided into sociodemographic segments based on age and
economic stratum (other dimensions, for example: ethnics, gender, …). The
added value by mathematical programming approach is to convert simulation
models into optimization models enabling decision makers to determine
optimal policies for public health management. SEIMR/R-S/OPT may
determine optimal policies considering the socio-spatial distribution of the
population. SEIMR/R-S/OPT was implemented in GAMS using OPTEX
Expert Optimization System.
Keywords: Pandemic Management, Epidemic Mathematics, Optimization,
Health Decision Support Systems
1.
1.1.

Epidemic Management Optimization
General Framework
SEIMR/R-S/OPT is an optimization model of a Health Decision
Support System (H-DSS) composed of a suite of advanced analytics
mathematical programming models (predictive, prescriptive, and cognitive);
to address epidemics, and more specifically the COVID 19 epidemic. The aim
is to support public health authorities in decision-making in high complex
environments like a pandemic.
The concept of the system is based on the goal of the planning/management
process should be:
i. Short term: minimize the number of deaths during the epidemic; and
ii. Long term: maximize a quality-of-life index of the society.
The following basic analytic models have been designed and
implemented to integrate H-DSS
i) SEIMR/R-S (Velasquez-Bermúdez, 2021a) corresponds to a
generalized underlying mathematical model of pandemics that
enhances traditional, aggregated simulation models, considering interregional impacts in a macro region (conurbed area); SEIMR/R-S also
subdivides the population into sociodemographic segments based on
age and economic stratum (it is possible to include other dimensions,
for example: ethnics, gender, …). It includes inter-region mobility
balancing equations, so that it can also evaluate the effects of
controlling inter-region communication channels.
ii) SEIMR/R-S/OPT management optimization model that determines
optimal policies (mitigation and confinement) considering the spatial
distribution of the population, sociodemographic segments, and
multiple type of vaccines. SEIMR/R-S is the core of the SEIMR/RS/OPT, that is described in this paper.
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iii) COVID-19 SURVEILLANCE state estimation model based on Dual
Multi-State Kalman Filter (Velasquez-Bermúdez, 2021b), oriented to:
▪ Define the structure of the differential equations model that
governs the behavior of the pandemic
▪ Estimate the parameters that define a specific model among the
different possible models that may describe the dynamic process.
▪ Determine the true state of the pandemic, which is defined by the
number of people (or the fraction of the population) which is in
each epidemiological state

Furthermore, these high complex mathematical models can be used in several
ways:
1. Coordinated but independent models in which the results of one model
are converted into input data for another model,
2. Integrated into a single mathematical model, in a completely holistic
approach to the problem. This is the best solution for a static ideal realworld,
3. Integrated as an autonomous Artificial Hypothalamus (VelasquezBermúdez, 2021d), so that all models, while acting autonomously, in
real-time, communicate with each other when events occur that justify
the redefinition of public health control policies. This may be the best
solution for a real dynamic real-world.
The added value by mathematical programming approach is to convert
simulation models into optimization models to be able to combine them with
other mathematical programming models, following the principles of
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structured mathematical modeling that allows join multiple problems of
mathematical programming in a single holistic model. Velasquez-Bermúdez,
Leone and Pick (2021) present a resume of the decision support system.
1.2.

Making Decision During A Pandemic Proces
The modeling of epidemics is a solidly developed area of scientific
knowledge, widely studied based on simulation models. The table shows some
of the best-known model
Model
SIR
SEIR
SEI3RD
SEIQR
SIRS

Table 1. Traditional Epidemic Models
Description
Reference
Susceptibility (S), Infection (I) and Recovery
Kermack & Mc Kendrick
(R)
(1927) Jing (2018)
Susceptibility (S), Exposure (E), Infection (I)
Hethcote (2000)
and Recovery (R)
Susceptibility (S), Exposure (E), 3+1 Infection
Mejía Becerra et. al.
States (I3), Recovery (R) and Death (D)
(2020)
Susceptibility (S), Exposure (E), Infection (I),
Huang (2016)
Quarantine (Q) and Recovery (R)
Susceptibility (S), Infection (I), Recovery (R)
Cai (2015)
and Susceptibility (S)

An epidemiological model is defined based on nonlinear differential
equations that explain the evolution of the process without human
intervention. These differential equations can be established based on the
population who are in a certain "epidemic" state or based on the fraction of the
population that is in that state. These models have direct connection with
biological parameters but ignore the connection with spatial distribution of the
sociodemographic segments that live in the territory.
Traditionally the equations system is solved using simulation and are
used in an aggregated manner to test the decisions supported in the mental
models of the decision makers. Unfortunately for humanity, nature has shown
that the processes that develop in it can be understood, explain, and "predict",
but that this requires specialized scientific knowledge, and not just experience
and good practices.
Make decision during an epidemic process implies enter in the dialectic
of duality of goals: lives saved in the short term versus loss of quality of life
of the population in the long term. The optimization models may be used to
support epidemic management without entering the duality of goals do not try
to compare economic impact with avoided deaths, concentrating the
mathematical effort into avoid additional deaths over the minimum natural
death due to the biological aspects of the epidemics, considering the real
restrictions about economic budgets and logistics constraints.
To determine the management criteria (objective function), the
pandemic process must be synthesized in terms of its impact that must be
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measured in multiple dimensions. In the case of eliminating competition
economic impact of public health, at least the following considerations should
be considered:
i. The pandemic is a natural process that cannot be avoided, it can only
be managed.
ii. The epidemic with the least economic impact is the shortest, this has
no discussion.
iii. Public health policies cannot prevent infected people who do not have
the capacity to survive the virus from living
iv.
Additional dead to those who have no capacity to survive can be
generated by scarcity of vital resources. This is the real problem to
face.
The pandemic is a natural process that follows known mathematical
rules (differential equations) which involve great uncertainty for being
unknown, but humanity has developed great scientific (analytical) capacity to
face complex natural processes, managing a pandemic like COVID-19 is
perhaps the biggest challenge it must overcome. Tackling the pandemic by
ignoring humanity's ability to model processes and find the "best" decision
means that, despite acting with goodwill, policies that do not produce the
greatest social well-being and that possibly generate more dead than the
minimum possible and cause an economic impact that negatively affects
quality of life by returning to levels of several years ago.
1.3.

SEIMR/R-S/OPT. Epidemic Management Optimization Model
The epidemic model is the key element of the optimization model
because it simulates the spread of the epidemic combined with the mix of
control policies, and produces the optimal dynamic policy to management the
epidemic, it is composed of following problems:
▪ Epidemic: it simulates the spread of the epidemic based on a model of
Epidemic states in which the region's population may be distributed.
The model used in this case if the SEIMR/R-S (Velasquez, 2021a)
▪ Vaccination: this model should be integrated into the epidemic model
in such a way as to simulate the effect of a vaccination process that by
its characteristics must extend for a long period, due to the massive
nature of the pandemic and the limitation in i) the availability of
vaccines, ii) the logistical capacity to deal with the process and iii) the
individual decision of the population about vaccination.
▪ Capacity: Simulates the impact of the health resources capacity in the
spread of the epidemic and optimize the expansion of vital health
resources capacity according to an available budget.
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Control: Simulates the spread of the epidemic using control policies
based on the traditional premise that social estrangement is the primary
way of regulating the pandemic.

The union of these models is called SEIMR/R-S/OPT, it produces the
“optimal” dynamic policy to deal with the epidemic. It is formulated following
next concepts.
▪ The time unit of the differential equations is one day.
▪ The states contain the fraction of the population in each state.
▪ The time of the optimization model may be divided in periods of
multiple days (i.e., weeks, …). In this case, the integration of the
differential equations must be made using pre-calculated parameters.
One of the main limitations of the traditional approach is to assume
that the entire population is homogeneous with respect to its epidemiological
behavior. It is well known that the epidemic manifests differently in each
sociodemographic stratum and that the composition of sociodemographic
segments depends on each region.
In order to enhance the model and to be useful in real cases, SEIMR/RS assumes that there is a different pandemic (because it has different
parameters) for each pair <rg-region, ss-sociodemographic-segment>. Under
the hypothesis of a non-homogeneous population in a region, then the
epidemic is assumed to be particular to each duple <rg,ss> and the equations
are formulated depending on <rg,ss>. The advantage of this approach will be
visualized when the epidemic model is coupled with the management of health
resources and control policies, which can be individualized for each duple
<rg,ss>.
The model parameters can be grouped by the original source of variation, these
sources are:
▪ Pathogen: characteristics of the epidemic due to the pathogen
▪ Age: It is typical for recovery/worsening times (rates) and probability
of recovery to be a function of age.
▪ Economic stratum: influences the epidemic by means of the intensity
of contact, product of the number of contacts, the duration of contacts
and the closeness, these variables may also be a combined function of
age and economic.
In this paper, the sociodemographic segments are a combination of age
with an economic stratum. The biological parameters depend on age.
Additionally, may be considered people coming for the exogenous systems
(out of the region) to the region.
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SEIMR/R-S/OPT can be visualized as the coordinated integration of
multiple modeling layers: i) simulation epidemic model, represents the
dynamic process of the evolution of epidemic, ii) control of public health
policies, allows the user to coordinate the policies of spread control of the
epidemic having an epidemic simulation model as reference, and iii) vital
resource capacity model, allows to integrate the epidemic management to
determine the optimal management of the resources according to the decision
makers criteria. In addition, it is possible to include a fourth layer oriented to
evaluate the detailed economic impact of the pandemic. This document
presents the modelling of the first three layers.
The integrated model consists of two main models: i) the optimization
of epidemic management, and ii) calculation of the parameters required by the
optimization model. The calculation of the model parameters corresponds to
an information pre-processing model that is made prior to the optimization
process, its complexity can be very large to the extent that the decision-maker
want to represent reality in the greatest degree of detail. The preprocessing
model consists of two sub-models: i) biological parameters and ii)
sociodemographic parameters. The diagram shows the process of the three
models, including the state estimation model.

The construction of the data must follow a "bottom-up" methodology,
that is, the most detailed data is located and added, the calculations must be
performed at the lowest level, so as not to lose the detail. This approach makes
the difference with aggregated parameters (trending to average values) that are
disaggregated with logical rules and that lose the detail of what happens at the
level of each atom (in this case each sociodemographic segment in a region).
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2.
2.1.

SEIMR/R-S General Epidemic Model
General Framework
Below is presented a resume of the SEIMR/R-S model of epidemic that
is the result of integrating the SIR, SEIR and SEI3RD epidemic models.
SEIMR/R-S extends the modeling to a multi-segment-sociodemographic
multi-region system, the description of the model is presented by VelasquezBermúdez (2021a). This document covers only what is relevant to the
formulation of the model in terms of mathematical programming.
SEIMR/R-S describes the epidemic with following states:
S
Susceptible: initially covers all population that potentially can be
infected (SU)
E
Exposed: Population that has been infected and are in an incubation
(latency) period (EX). The model SIR does not include this state.
IM Multi-Infected: Population that has been infected and has active the
pathogen in different states of development (I0, I1, I2, …, IN). The
active infected states are ordered according to the severity of the
infection. The modeled SIR and SEIR consider only one infected state.
For convenience, the last state is called “IN”
R
Recovered: Recovering population (RE)
R-S is related with the Region-Segment model that considers multiples regions
where live people classified in multiples sociodemographic segments. The
epidemic states considered are showed in the next table. The table includes the
symbol used in the traditional models and the code used in the information
system to reference the state.
Model
Symbol
S

E

I

I0

Table 2. SEIMR/R-S/OPT - Epidemic States
Epidemic
Description
Comments
State Code
STANDARD STATES MBC-SEI3RD MODEL
SU
Susceptible
Those individuals who have not been
Population
exposed to the pathogen and are susceptible
to being infected by it.
EX
Exposed
Those individuals who are in the latency
Population
state; that is, they have been inoculated by
the pathogen but are not yet infectious
IN
Infected
In SIR and SEIR models is infected
Population
population. It must be the most critical state
for infected people; this is important for
models that have more than one epidemic
state to describe the infection process.
I0
Asymptomatic
Those individuals in the population who
Infectious
have been inoculated by the virus are
infectious but have not developed
symptoms. Those infected in this state
rarely learn that they have been infected.
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I2

I2

I3

IN

R

RE
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Moderate
Symptoms
Infectious

ED
ND
NP

IU2 IU3

CD

Those individuals in the population who are
infectious and have mild or moderate
symptoms. They are those who can be given
management of the disease at home.
Severe
Those individuals in the population who are
Symptoms
infectious and have severe but not critical
Infectious
symptoms. Individuals present in this state
require hospitalization.
Critical
It must be the most critical state for infected
Symptoms
people; this is important for models that
Infectious
have more than one epidemic states to
describe the infection process. In SIR and
SEIR models is infected population
Recovered
Those individuals recover from infection,
Population
having developed antibodies. In most of the
models they cannot be re-infected.
Epidemic Dead
Individuals who fail the infection and die.
Natural Dead
Individuals who die by other reason
different to the epidemic
New Population
Individuals coming from an exogenous
macro-region.
ADDITIONAL CAPACITY STATES
Infected
Individuals that require hospital attention
Population
and do not received hospital ty attention in
Unattended
state I2, I3, …
Collateral Dead
Individuals who die by during the epidemic
by reasons different to the epidemic.

The measurements used are:
Table 3. Measurement Unit
Measurement Unit
Description
1/peo-day
1/ persons-day
fpo/day
Fraction of population per day
peo-day
Persons-day

2.2.

Algebraic Notation
The index/entity used in the models is presented below; Master Set
indicates the name of the SET for all element associated to the index in the
model.
Index
ag
cp
es
hr
mr
rd
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Table 4. SEIMR/R-S/OPT Model - Indexes
Code
Description
Master
Entity
Set
AGE
Age
AGE
CPO
Epidemic Control Policy
CPO
SEC
Economic Stratum
SEC
HRS
Health Resource
HRS
MRE
Macro-Region (Territory)
MRE
UBT
Destination Region
UBT
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rg
ro
ss
st, s1
t, q
tm
fv,fx
va
gr

UBT
UBT
SDS
STA
MTR
FVA
VAC
GRE

Region (Basic Territory Unit)
Origin Region
Sociodemographic Segment
Epidemic State
Time (periods)
Transport Mode
Vaccination Phase
Vaccine
Vaccination Regional Group

September 2021

UBT
UBT
SDS
STA, STA1
MTR
FVA, FVAA
VAC
GRE

It should be noted, due to the number of sets, parameters, variables,
and constraints (which far exceed the number of Greek letters), the algebraic
formulation the model is presented following the standard notation used in
OPTEX Expert Optimization System (OPTEX, Velasquez-Bermúdez, 2019)
which is based on codes (ID, names) assigned to each algebraic element. This
notation, while not traditionally followed by small models, with few algebraic
elements, is equally valid, and it is used in the implementation of SEIMR/RS/OPT.
Including regional and sociodemographic segment modeling (age and
economic stratum) involves associating the biological parameters with these
aspects. Therefore, biological parameters may be related to indices: rg
(region), ss (sociodemographic segment), ag (age) and/or ec (economic
stratum). The biological parameters are described below, it includes the
“standard” original formulation (Mejía Becerra, J. D. et. al., 2020) and the
SEIMR/R-S/OPT formulation.
Parameter
mN
k
mag
wrg,ss
dag,st
pag,st
hag,st
b
z

Table 5. SEIMR/R-S - Basic Biological Parameters
SEIMR/R-S
Source
Description
Parameter
MIUN
Info-System
Natural mortality rate
KAPP
Info-System
The latency period of the virus
before developing
MIUUag
P-Model
Epidemic mortality rate dependent
of age
PTRA
P-Model
Probability of that a person may be
contagion
DELXag,st
P-Model
Probability of I0, I1, I2, I3, … of
recovering
PHIXag,st
P-Model
Time a patient in I0, I1, I2, I3, …
recovers
ETAXag,st
P-Model
Time a patient in I0, I1, I2, I3, … to
next infected state
P-Model
Transmissibility rate of an
individual in state st
P-Model
Total contact free rate in I1, I2, I3,
…
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lE

LAMErg,ss

Info-System

lS

LAMSrg,ss

Info-System

lI

LAMIrg,ss

Info-System

lR

LAMRrg,ss

Info-System

jro,rg,ss

FPRRro,rg,ss

Info-System

fro,rg,ss

FTRRro,rg,ss

Info-System

September 2021

Exposed rate coming from the
exogenous system
Susceptible rate coming from the
exogenous system
Infectious rate coming from the
exogenous system
Recovered rate coming from the
exogenous system
Population fraction traveling to
other regions
Time fraction traveling to other
regions

fpo/day
fpo/day
fpo/day
fpo/day

The source Parameters Model (P-Model) indicates that parameters
should be the result of the mathematical model of parameters to be constructed
from the regional distribution of sociodemographic segments and their
characterization from specific studies developed for the macro-region. This
topic will be discussed in detail in the implementation of SEIMR/R-S to the
City of Bogotá (Velásquez-Bermudez, 2020). The calculated biological
parameters used in SEIMR/R-S model is presented below; they are divided in
basic and auxiliary parameters that are included to make easier the
implementation process.
Parameter
y
b

gag,st

sag,st

brrg,ss

bbrg,ss

ddag,st

Table 6. SEIMR/R-S - Calculated Biological Parameters
Equation
SEIMR/R-S
Description
Parameter
Equation
1/k
FHII
1/KAPP
Inverse virus latency
period
BETA
Inverse contact
dd  w
DEI1 
PTRA
intensity  infectivity
d-1
DEI1
1/DELT
Inverse contact
intensity
1/pag,st
GAMXag,st
1/PHIXag,st
Fraction of people
who recover in one
day
1/hag,st
RHOXag,st 1/ETAXag,st
Fraction of people
who develops
symptoms
PCONrg,ss
Model
Contagion probability
function of regional
and
sociodemographic
characteristics
BESSrg,ss
Inverse contact
SagAG
SagAGS(ss)
DEDEag,st + intensity  infectivity
S(ss) ddag,st
PCONrg,ss
 brrg,ss
dgag,st +
DEDEag,st DEGXag,st +
dgag,st + dsag,st
dsag,st
DERXag,st
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dgst,ag
sdag,st
dsag,st
dgag,st
dast,ss
dzst,ss
dbst,ss
msss
jfrg,rd,ss

dag,st ´
gag,st
dag,st ´
sag,st
(1 - dag,st)
´ sag,st
dag,st ´
gag,st
SagAGS(ss)
ddag,st
SagAGS(ss)
dsag,st
SagAGS(ss)
dgst,ag
SagAGS(ss)
mag
jrg,rd,ss ´
frg,rd,ss

DEGXag,st
RODXag,st
DERXag,st
DEGXag,st
DSALst,ss
DSZEst,ss
DSBEst,ss
MISSss
PTRRrg,rd,ss

DELXag,st 
GAMXag,st
DELXag,st 
RHOXag,st
RHOXag,st RODXag,st
DELXag,st 
GAMXag,st
SagAGS(ss)
DEDEag,st
SagAGS(ss)
DERXag,st
SagAGS(ss)
DEGXag,st
SagAGS(ss)
MIUUag
FPRRrg,rd,ss

FTRRrg,rd,ss

September 2021

dag,st ´ sag,st
(1 - dag,st) ´ sag,st
dag,st ´ gag,st
Total exit rate
Worsening exit rate
Recovering exit rate
Mortality rate
depending on segment
Fraction Population x
Fraction Time in
other regions

2.3.

Differential Equation Formulation
The differential equations of the regional-segmented model are
(Velasquez-Bermúdez, 2021a):
Srg,ss(t)/t = - S2Irg,ss(t) - N  Srg,ss(t) + Srg,ss  NPX(t)
(1)
Erg,ss(t)/t = S2Irg,ss(t) -   Erg,ss(t) + Erg,ss  NPX(t)
(2)
st=I0
Ist,rg,ss(t)/t =   Erg,ss(t) - st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t) + Irg,ss  NPX(t)
(3)
stI1F = { I1, I2, I3 }
Ist,rg,ss(t)/t = st-1,ss  Ist-1,rg,ss(t) - st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t)
(4)
N
R
Rrg,ss(t)/t = stI1F st-1,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t) -   Rrg,ss(t) + ssSSR(rg)  rg,ss
 NPX(t)
(5)
Drg,ss (t)/t = stI1F ss  Ist,rg,ss(t)
(6)
N
N
NRrg(t)/t =   SRrg,ss(t) +   RRrg(t)
(7)
The following table shows the differential equations dividing the
increment and the decrement on each state, it must be considered in the
implementation of the mathematical models. The table includes the sets that
defined the existence of the equations manly for the infected states.
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Table 7. SEIMR/R-S - Differential Equations

Set

State

SU

Srg,ss(t)/t

EX

Erg,ss(t)/t
Ist,rg,ss(t)/t

I0
I1F

Ist,rg,ss(t)/t

RE

Rrg,ss(t)/t

ED

Drg,ss(t)/t

ND

NRrg(t)/t

State
Increment

State
Decrement
S2Irg,ss(t)

S2Irg,ss(t)
  Erg,ss(t)

Natural
Dead
N
 Srg,ss(t)

Exogenous
Increment
Srg,ss
 NPX(t)
Erg,ss
 NPX(t)
Irg,ss
 NPX(t)

N
 Rrg,ss(t)

Rrg,ss
 NPX(t)

  Erg,ss(t)
st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t)

st-1,ss  Ist-1,rg,ss(t)
stI1F
st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t)
stI1F
ss  Ist,rg,ss(t)
N  ( SRrg(t) +
RRrg(t) )

These equations require the following algebraic definition:
ISrg,ss(t) = stINF Ist,rg,ss(t)
IXrg(t) = ssSSR(rg) ISrg,ss(t)
IIrg(t) = ssSSR(rg) roROR(rg) ro,rg,ss  ISro,ss(t)
IErg(t) = ssSSR(rg) rdRDE(rg) rg,rd,ss  ISrg,ss(t)
IRrg(t) = IXrg(t) + IIrg(t) - IErg(t)
SRrg(t) = ssSSR(rg) Srg,ss(t)
SIro,rg,ss(t) = ro,rg,ss  Sro,ss(t)
SErg,rd,ss(t) = rg,rd,ss  Srd,ss(t)
SNrg,ss(t) = Srg,ss(t) - rdRDE(rg) SErg,rd,ss(t)
SINrg(t) = rg,ss  IRrg(t)  SNrg,ss(t)
SIErg,ss(t) = rdRDE(rg) rd,ss IRrd(t)  SErg,rd,ss(t)
S2Irg,ss(t) = SINrg(t) + SIErg(t)
RRrg(t) = ssSSR(rg) Rrg,ss(t)
DRrg(t) = ssSSR(rg) Drg,ss(t)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

From now on, the above mathematical definitions (constraints) will be
summarized as
{ S, E, Ist , D, N }  Q
2.4.

Finite Differences Formulation
To introduce the previous equation in a standard mathematical
programming model, the differential equations must be redefined in equivalent
discrete equations:
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Srg,ss(t+t) - Srg,ss(t)]/t = - S2Irg,ss(t) - N  Srg,ss(t) + Srg,ss  NPX(t)
(22)
Erg,ss(t+t) - Erg,ss(t)]/t = S2Irg,ss(t) -   Erg,ss(t) + Erg,ss  NPX(t)
(23)
stI0
Ist,rg,ss(t+t) - Ist,rg,ss(t)]/t =   Erg,ss(t) - st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t) + Irg,ss  NPX(t)
(24)
stI1F = { I1, I2, I3 }
Ist,rg,ss(t+t) - Ist,rg,ss(t)]/t = st-1,ss  Ist-1,rg,ss(t) - st,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t) + Irg,ss
 NPX(t) (25)
Rrg,ss(t+t) - Rrg,ss(t)]/t =
stI1F st-1,ss  Ist,rg,ss(t) - N  Rrg,ss(t) + ssSSR(rg) Rrg,ss  NPX(t)
(26)
Drg,ss (t+t) - Drg,ss(t)]/t = stI1F ss=AGS(ss)  Ist,rg,ss(t)
(27)
N
N
NRrg(t+t) - NRrg,ss(t)]/t =   SRrg,ss(t) +   RRrg(t)
(28)
If t = 1, one day, the above equations may be included directly in the
optimization model.
3.

SEIMR/R-S/OPT Mathematical Programming Epidemic Model
The following is the SEIMR/R-S/OPT epidemic optimization model
algebraic formulation.
3.1.

SEIMR/R-S Algebraic Epidemic Model
The equations used to regional-segmented model are presented in the
following groups:
i. Discrete version of differential equations for each epidemic state in all
region-segment. The equations are divides in increments and
decrements. They are function of the rates (or transition probabilities)
in the previous t-period that depends on each epidemic model.
ii. Balance regional modeling to estimate the total population in each state
for all region-segments. The balance equations allow to calculate the
population fraction in rg-region ss-segment at the end of each period
of the planning horizon.
For algebraic implementation of SEIMR/R-S, the variable POPt,st,rg,ss
represents the fraction of the population of the rg-region, sssociodemographic-segment, at the end of t-period and PSRt,st,rg,ss the total
susceptible population of the rg-region and PRPt,st,rg the total regional
population. The following sets contains: ssSSR(rg) the ss-segments that live
in rg-region, roROR(rg) the ro-origins regions where it is possible to travel
to rg-region, and rdRDE(rg) the rd-destination regions where it is possible
to travel from rg-region.
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The balance equation defines that the number of people in a state at the
end of t-period (POPt,st,rg,ss) is equal to the number of people at the end of the
previous period (POPt-1,st,rg,ss), plus people who enter that state (IPOt,st,rg,ss)
minus people leaving that state (DPOt,st,rg,ss). Some additional auxiliary
variables are used in the modeling: SIRt,rg, DPSt,st,rg,ss and DPNt,st,rg,ss
The next table resumes the definition equations included in the
SIEMR/R-S epidemic model.
State
Existence
stSTA
stSTA
stSURE
stSU
stSU
stSU
stSU

Table 8. SIEMR/R-S Model – OPTEX Algebraic Definitions
OPTEX
Algebraic Formulation
Equation
Population Balance Equations
BPOPt,st,rg,ss
POPt,st,rg,ss = POPt-1,st,rg,ss + IPOt,st,rg,ss - DPOt,st,rg,ss
BPRPt,st,rg
PRPt,st,rg = SssSSR(rg) POPt,st,rg,ss
Natural Deaths
DPPNDt,st,rg,ss
DPNt,st,rg,ss = MIUN  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
Susceptible State Equations
DSUSRt,st,rg
PSRt,rg = SssÎSSR(rg) POPt,st,rg,ss
DSUSIt,st,ro,rg,ss
PSIt,ro,rg,ss = PTRRro,rg,ss ´ POPt,st,rg,ss
DSUSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss = PTRRArg,rd,ss ´ POPt,st,rg,ss
DSUSNt,st,rg,ss
PSNt,rg,ss = POPt,st,rg,ss - SrdÎRDE(rg) PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
DSUSINt,rg,ss
SINt,rg,ss = BESSrg,ss  PINt,rg ´ PSNt,rg,ss
DSUSIEt,rg,ss
SIEt,rg,ss = SrdÎRDE(rg) BESSrg,ss ´ PINt,rd ´ PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
DSUS2It,rg,ss
S2It,rg,ss = SINt,rg,ss + SIEt,rg,ss
Infected State Equations
DINISt,rg,ss
PISt,rg,ss = SstÎINF POPt,st,rg,ss
DINIXt,rg
PIXt,rg = SssÎSSR(rg) PISt,rg,ss
DINIIt,rg
PIIt,rg = SssÎSSR(rg) SroÎROR(rg) PTRRro,rg,ss ´ PISt,rg,ss
DINIEt,rg
PIEt,rg = SssÎSSR(rg) SrdÎRDE(rg) PTRRrg,rd,ss ´ PISt,rg,ss
DINPRt,rg
PINt,rg = PIXt,rg + PIIt,rg - PIEt,rg

The next table present the resume of SEIMR/R-S discrete approximation
equations.
Table 9. SIEMR/R-S – OPTEX Algebraic Discrete Equations
State Increment
State Decrement
Variable: IPOt,st,rg,ss
Variable: DPOt,st,rg,ss
S2It-1,rg,ss + DPNt,st,rg,ss
LAMSrg,ss  NPXt
S2It-1,rg,ss
FHII  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
Ss1EX DPOt,s1,rg,ss+ LAMIrg,ss  NPXt
DSALst,ss  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
DPOt,st-1,rg,ss
DPNt,st,rg,ss
Ss1INF1 DSBEst,ss  POPt-1,st,rg,ss + LAMRrg,ss 
NPXt
stED
Ss1INF MISSss  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
stND
Ss1SURE DPNt,st,rg,ss
NPXt represents the exogenous population coming from exogenous regions, it may be equal
to i) a parameter (border condition), ii) a result of the control policy (open or close de
frontiers).
Epidemic
State
stSU
stEX
stI0
stI1F
stRE
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3.1.1. Population Balance Equations
The balance equation defines that the people fraction in a state at the
end of t-period (POPt,st,rg,ss) is equal to the people fraction at the end of the
previous period (POPt-1,st,rg,ss), plus people who enter that state (IPOt,st,rg,ss)
minus people leaving that state (DPOt,st,rg,ss). They are:
1. BPOPt,st,rg,ss: population balance in each epidemic state, each region, and
each segment.
POPt,st,rg,ss = POPt-1,st,rg,ss + IPOt,st,rg,ss - DPOt,st,rg,ss
t stSTA rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(29)
2. BPRPt,st,rg: fraction of population in each epidemic state and each region.
PRPt,st,rg = ssSSR(rg) POPt,st,rg,ss
t stSTA rgREG
(30)
3. GNPXt: Defines the people incoming from the foreign system as a
variable; it may be useful to simulate open and/or close frontiers.
NPXt = NPFSt
t
(31)
3.1.2. Definition Equations
The following numerals present the equations for the epidemiological
model; they are calculated considering the equivalent population after
modeling quarantine decisions, i.e., considering the POFt,st,rg,ss variable not the
POPt,st,rg,ss variable. POFt,st,rg,ss will be explained in a posterior section.
3.1.2.1. Susceptible State Definitions
The definition equations for susceptible state are:
1. DSUSRt,st,rg: Definition – Total susceptible population in rg-region
PSRt,rg = ssSSR(rg) POFt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG
(32)
2. DSUSIt,st,ro,rg,ss: Definition – Susceptible population traveling to rg-region
from ro-region (PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss)
PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss = PTRRro,rg,ss  POFt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG roROR(rg) ssSSR(rg)
(33)
where
PTRRro,rg,ss = FPRRro,rg,ss × FTRRro,rg,ss
3. DSUSEt,st,rg,rd,ss: Definition – Susceptible population traveling from rgregion to rd-region (PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss)
PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss = PTRRArg,rd,ss  POFt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG rdRDE(rg) ssSSR(rg)
(34)
where
PTRRArg,rd,ss = roRORG(rg) PTRRDro,rd,ss
(35)
PTRRDro,rd,ss = rgRGRD(rd) PTRRro,rg,ss
(36)
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4. DSUSNt,st,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population staying in rgregion
PSNt,rg,ss = POFt,st,rg,ss - rdRDE(rg) PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss + roROR(rg) PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(37)
5. DSUSINt,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population living in rg-region
infected in rg-region
SINt,rg,ss = BESSrg,ss  PINt,rg  PSNt,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(38)
6. DSUSIEt,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population living in rg-region
infected in other regions
SIEt,rg,ss = stSU rdRDE(rg) BESDrg,ss  PINt,rd  PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(39)
where
BESDrd,ss = rgRDRG(rd) BESSrg,ss
(40)
7. DSUS2It,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population to infected living in
rg-region
S2It,rg,ss = SINt,rg,ss + SIEt,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(41)
3.1.2.2. Infected State Definitions
The definition equations for infected states are:
1. DINISt,rg,ss: Definition – Net infected population infected living in rgregion in ss-segment
PISt,rg,ss = stINF POFt.st,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(42)
2. DINIXt,rg: Definition – Net infected population infected living in rgregion
PIXt,rg = ssSSR(rg) PISt,rg,ss
t rgREG
(43)
3. DINIIt,rg: Definition – Net infected population traveling to rg-region from
other regions
PIIt,rg = ssSSR(rg) roROR(rg) PTRRro,rg,ss  PISt,rg,ss
t rgREG
(44)
4. DINIEt,rg: Definition – Net infected population traveling from rg-region
to other regions
PIEt,rg = ssSSR(rg) rdRDE(rg) PTRRArg,rd,ss  PISt,rg,ss
t rgREG
(45)
5. DINPRt,rg: Definition – Net infected population in touch with susceptible
population in rg-region
PINt,rg = PIXt,rg + PIIt,rg - PIEt,rg
t rgREG
(46)
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3.1.3. Discrete Dynamic Equations
This section shows the algebraic formulation of the SEMIR/R-S regionalsegment epidemic model.
1. IPOSUt,st,rg,ss: State: SU – Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = LAMSrg,ss  NPXt
t stSU rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(47)
2. IPOSURt,st,rg,ss: State: SU – Increment – Recovered Reinfected
In the event that recovered ones become susceptible again over time, a
term should be included that increases those susceptible by keeping in
mind the FRES fraction of people who recovered LAGR days ago. This
equation substitutes the equation IPOSUt,st,rg,ss, it is formulated as
IPOt,st,rg,ss = FRES  IPOt-LAGR,s1,rg,ss + LAMSrg,ss  NPXt
t stSU s1RE rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(48)
3. DPPNDt,st,rg,ss: State: SURE – Natural Dead Decrement
DPNt,st,rg,ss = MIUN  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
t stSURE rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(49)
4. DPOSUt,st,rg,ss: State: SU - Decrement
DPOt,st,rg,ss = S2It-1,rg,ss + DPNt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(50)
5. IPOEXt,st,rg,ss: State: EX - Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = S2It-1,rg,ss
t stEX rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(51)
6. DPOEXt,st,rg,ss: State: EX - Decrement
DPOt,st,rg,ss = FHII  POPt-1,st,rg,ss
t stEX rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(52)
7. IPOI0t,st,rg,ss: State: I0 – Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = s1EX1 DPOt,s1,rg,ss + LAMIrg,ss  NPXt
t stI0 rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(53)
8. DPOI0t,st,rg,ss: State: I0F – Decrement
DPOt,st,rg,ss = DSALst,ss  POPt-1,st,g,ss
t stI0F rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(54)
where set stI0F is equal to: stI0  stI1F. The set stI1F is equal to:
st{I1, I2, I3 …}
9. IPOIFt,st,rg,ss: State: I1F – Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = s1ANT(st) DPOt,s1,rg,ss
t stI1F rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(55)
where the set s1ANT(st) is the set that contains the epidemic state s1
previous to the state st,
10. IPOREt,st,rg,ss: State: RE - Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = s1I0F1 DSBE1s1,ss  POPt-1,s1,rg,ss + LAMRrg,ss  NPXt
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t stRE rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(56)
where the set s1I0F1 is the set that contains all active infected epidemic
states s1
11. DPOREt,st,rg,ss: State: RE – Decrement
DPOt,st,rg,ss = DPNt,st,rg,ss
t stRE rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(57)
12. DPORERt,st,rg,ss: State: RE – Decrement – Recovered Reinfected
If recovered ones become susceptible again over time, a term that
decreases those recovered should be included, this equation substitutes
the equation DPOREt,st,rg,ss, it is formulated as
DPOt,st,rg,ss = FRES  IPOt-LAGR,st,rg,ss + DPNt,st,rg,ss
t stRE rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(58)
13. IPOEDt,st,rg,ss: State: ED - Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = s1IF1F MISSss  POPt,s1,rg,ss
t stED rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(59)
where the set s1 IF1F is the set that contains all active infected
epidemic states s1 lees the last infected state
14. IPONDt,st,rg,ss: State: ND - Increment
IPOt,st,rg,ss = s1SURE1 DPNt,s1,rg,ss
t stND rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(60)
where the set s1SURE1 is the set that contains the susceptible or recovered
state s1
These equations imply that the optimization problem corresponds to
one with quadratic constraints. There is the possibility of linearizing these
constraints based on a piecewise linear approximation in two dimensions,
converting the problem in a Mixed Integer Problem (MIP).
4.

Control Policy Modeling
For implementation in the NPI (Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions)
mathematical model, the following fundamental aspects should be considered:
▪ The relationship of how epidemic spread rates affect policies
▪ How control policy is applied in different <regions, segments>.
The objective of the control policy is to regulate the epidemic in such
a way as to minimize the number of deaths due to factors other than the
epidemic.
According to social estrangement, control policies are classified as
▪ Confinement: Fully isolates the sociodemographic segments that are
the subject of confinement policy. It is characterized by:
▪ Two confinement policies, or more, cannot be applied to the same
segment in a region.
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If confinement measures are applied, mitigation policies are not
applicable.

This policy is disjunctive, it is applied or is not applied; then, it corresponds
to a binary variable.
▪ Mitigation: Decreases social contact, limiting social activities
involving agglomeration (e.g., attendance at schools, universities, bars,
restaurants). This policy may be:
o Continuous, it applies to a fraction of the population, varies between 0
and 1. The effect on the spread of the epidemic is linear, as the intensity
of mitigation increases the decrease in the rate of spread of the
epidemic increases.
o Discrete, it applies to the entire population, is represented with a binary
variable that is 1 if policy is activated.
This type of policy is not considered in this document.
▪ Circulation: Decreases social contact, limiting the people mobility
between regions. This type of policy is considered superficially in this
document.
4.1.

Simple Confinement Policies
These confinement policies are based on determining the fraction of
the population to be confined to each region-segment during each period of
the planning horizon. The impact on the epidemic is measured by altering the
epidemiological parameters that are calculated based on an analysis that refers
to the work of Mejia Becerra et. al (2020), who established two scenarios:
i. The population has no restrictions (population can move freely), and
ii. The quarantined population (population stay in their homes), to
achieve this is modeled the dynamic changes in the rate of
transmissibility bdt,st that is function of the quarantine policy.
4.1.1. Simulation Model
In a simulation model bdt,st is a parameter, BETEFt,st, implicitly defined
by the user because the fraction of the people under quarantine, at,st, is
predefined. It is defined as
BETEFt,st = ALFAt,st × BETAQst + BETABst × (1 - ALFAt,st) (61)
where
BETEFt,st
ALFAt,st
BETABst
BETAQst

Effective transmissibility rate in st-state during t-period
Fraction of population in quarantine during t-period (at,st)
Free transmissibility rate in st-state
Quarantine transmissibility in st-state
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BETABst (bst) and BETAQst (bQst) are transmissibility rates
(parameters) for an asymptomatic or moderate individual who circulates freely
within the population and an individual who stays in their home, respectively.
They can be expressed as the total contact rate (the total number of susceptible
contacts by an effective or non-effective infective individual, per unit of time),
multiplied by the probability of infection, given the contact between an
infectious and susceptible individual.
When the control policy is user-defined the equation that defines the
number of net infected population in touch with susceptible population in rgreg is define by the equation
1. DSUINSt,rg,ss: Net infected population interacting with susceptible
population in rg-region (simulation model)
SINt,rg,ss - stINF BESABt,st,rg,ss  PNNt,rg,ss = 0
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(62)
where
BESABt,st,rg,ss = BETEFt,st  BESSrg,ss
BESSrg,ss represents the inverse contact intensity function in rg-region sssegment. This equation substitutes the equation DSUSINt,rg,ss
2. PINPSNt,rg,ss: Definition of the variable PNNt,rg,ss
PNNt,rg,ss = PINt,rg  PSNt,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(63)
3. DSUSIESt,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population living in rg-region
infected in other regions. This equation substitutes the equation
DSUSIEt,rg,ss
SIEt,rg,ss = stSU rdRDE(rg) BESDDt,rg,ss  PINt,rd  PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(64)
where
BESDDt,st,rg,ss = BETEFt,st  BESDrg,ss
(65)
BESDrd,ss = rgRDRG(rd) BESSrg,ss
(66)
4.1.2. Optimization Model
For the optimization model the fraction of the fraction of the
population in quarantine (FQUt,st, at,st) is the key variable of the control policy.
FQUt,s is the epidemic control variable that represents the population fraction
of the st-state that cannot circulates freely (0 ≤ FQUt,s ≤ 1). Then bdt,st is a
variable, BDEt,st, that is calculated by the model. It is defined as
BDEt,st = BETABst  (1 - FQUt,st) +  BETAQst  FQUt,st
t stINF
(67)
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In the previous formulation the parameters BETABst and BETAQst are
a function of the state of the epidemic, this formulation can be extended so
that these parameters are a function of the region and/or the sociodemographic
segment. This deployment will only consider dependency on state. However,
the decision variable will be dependent to rg-region and ss-segment, this is
FQUt,st,rg,ss.
When the control policy is model-defined the equation that establishes
the number of net infected population in touch with susceptible population in
rg-region is define by the equations
1. DSUDTRt,st,rg,ss: Dynamic optimized transmissibility rate
BDEt,st,rg,ss = BETABst  (1 - FQUt,st,rg,ss) + BETAQst  FQUt,st,rg,ss
t stINF rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(68)
The above expression can be formulated as
BDEt,st,rg,ss + BETADIst  FQUt,st,rg,ss = BETABst
t stINF rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(69)
where
BETADIst = BETAQst - BETABst
2. DSUINOt,rg,ss: Net infected population interacting with susceptible
population in rg-region (optimization model)
SINt,rg,ss - stINF BESSrg,ss × BDEt,st,rg,ss  PNNt,rg,ss = 0
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(70)
This equation substitutes the equation DSUSINt,rg,ss
DSUSIEOt,rg,ss: Definition – Net susceptible population living in rgregion infected in other regions. This equation substitutes the equation
DSUSIEt,rg,ss
SIEt,rg,ss = stSU rdRDE(rg) BESDDt,rg,ss  PINt,rd  PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(71)
4.2.

Complex Confinement Policies
The complexity is because in the model is introduced the possibility of
mixing different control policies, focusing them at the level of the <region,
segment> and not as in the previous case, based on a general policy for the
whole population. The cost of complexity is a model with more variables,
some of them binary, which requires for real cases large greater computational
capacity and powerful optimization algorithms to solve the problem.
4.2.1. Variables And Restrictions
Below are the complex confinement policies included in the model and
the variables and equations used.
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Table 10. CONFINEMENT CONTROL POLICIES VARIABLES

Variable
QGLt
QREt,rg
QSSt,ss

QSTt,st

QRSt,rg,ss
QRTt,st,rg
QDEt,st,rg,ss

CPQt,st,rg,ss

CPMt,st,rg,ss

CPNt,st,rg,ss

Description
Binary variable equal to 1 when a total quarantine controlpolicy is applied over all macro-regions.
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over rg-region
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over ss-sociodemographic segment in all regions
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over st-epidemic-state in all regions. It has sense for
epidemic susceptible and infected states (stSUIN), but in
economics aspects when the susceptible are confined, the
recovered people of the same rg-region ss-segment if
confined.
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over ss-sociodemographic segment in rg-region
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over st-epidemic-state in rg-region
Binary variable equal to 1 when a quarantine control-policy is
applied over st-epidemic-state and ss-sociodemographic
segment in rg-region
Binary variable that is equal to 1 when the any quarantine
control-policy is applied in rg-region for the sssociodemographic-segment during t-period.
Binary variable that is equal to 1 when the any mitigation
control-policy is applied in rg-region for the sssociodemographic-segment during t-period.
Binary variable that is equal to 1 when no control policy is
applied in rg-region for the ss-sociodemographic-segment
during t-period.

Existence
Conditions
t
t
rgREGQ
ssSSRQ

t
stSUIN
t rgREGQ
ssSSR(rg)
t stSUIN rgREGQ
t stSUIN
rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)
t stSUIN
rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)
t stSUIN
rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)
t stSUIN
rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)

The following equation is required for the simulation of the
confinement control policies:
1. CCPQt,st,rg,ss defines that a confinement control policy is activated in the
st-epidemic-state in the ss-segment in rg-region
CPQt,st,rg,ss = QGLt + QREt,rg + QSSt,ss + QSTt,st + QRSt,rg,ss + QRTt,st,rg +
QDEt,st,rg,ss
t stSTA rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)
(72)
2. CPSIt,st,rg,ss controls the concurrency of control policies, only a mitigation
control policy or a confinement control policy may affect the st-epidemicstate, the ss-segment in rg-region
CPQt,st,rg,ss + CPMt,st,rg,ss + CPNt,st,rg,ss = 1
t stSTA rgREGQ ssSSR(rg)
(73)
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4.2.2. Impact of Quarantine Policy
The transfer rate resulting from the confinement control policy must
be different of the transfer rate without control policy. Considering the
definition of the parameter bbrg,ss (BESSrg,ss), the inverse of contact intensity
multiplied by the transmission probability, as function of the confinement
policy, it is called bqrg,ss (BEQUrg,ss). The definitions of these parameters are
bbrg,ss = dd  brrg,ss
(74)
bqrg,ss = dd  bqrg,ss
(75)
The probability of contagion brrg,ss and bqrg,ss (in OPTEX, PCONrg,ss
and PQUArg,ss) are the result of the parameter calculation model. To determine
the change in the probability of contagion as a result of quarantine. The
efficacity between free movement and quarantine is calculated as
EFQCrg,ss = PQUArg,ss/PCONrg,ss
(76)
If PQEFrg,ss is less than 1 the quarantine decreases the effect of the
epidemic, otherwise quarantine will be counterproductive; this case can occur
when people living in a spray condition are quarantined, which can end up
increasing the intensity of contacts and thus the contagion probability.
In terms of equivalent population, the reduction, or increase, in the
population participating in the contagion process (susceptible and infected) is
calculated based on the effectiveness of population circulation reduction
during quarantine in the rg-region ss-segment (efrg,ss, EFQPrg,ss), the full
effectivity reduction is equal to 1; it combined with the effectiveness of
quarantine allows to calculate the net effectiveness (EFQNrg,ss) of quarantine.
EFQNrg,ss = EFQCrg,ss  (1 - EFQPrg,ss)
(77)
For mathematical modeling, the concept of equivalent people with free
movement, POFt,st,rg,ss, can be defined as the population in a state minus the
variation in equivalent population if quarantine is imposed, PORt,st,rg,ss.
Implementing this requires the following two equations:
1. PPORt,st,rg,ss: variation in the circulation of people in equivalent population
due to quarantine
PORt,st,rg,ss = EFQNrg,ss  CPQt,st,rg,ss  POPt,st,rg,ss
t stSUIN rgREQ ssSSRQ
(78)
where rgREQ corresponds to the set of regions and ssSSRQ to the set
segments where quarantine policies can be applied.
2. PPODt,st,rg,ss: The previous equation may be modeled using the concepts of
Disjunctive Programming (DP) that is based on setting constraints that
depend on a logical (binary) variable if it is equal to 1 triggers the
associated constraint. CPQt,st,rg,ss Defining CPQt,st,rg,ss as a logical variable,
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the previous equation in disjunctive form is formulated as (where ˅
corresponds to the or operator).
PORt,st,rg,ss =
[ EFQNrg,ss  POPt,st,rg,ss; if CPQt,st,rg,ss = 1 ]
t stSU s1INDE
˅
[ 0 ; if CPQt,st,rg,ss = 0 ]
t stSUIN rgREQ ssSSRQ
(79)
When the algebraic language or the solver handles DP, it is easy to
implement. it is the GAMS case.
3. PPOFt,st,rg,ss: equivalent population with free movement
POFt,st,rg,ss = POPt,st,rg,ss - PORt,st,rg,ss
t stSUIN rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(80)
4.2.3. Mitigation Policies
Implementing mitigation policies requires differentiating the activities
that each segment performs and how long those activities last. This case is not
considered in this document.
4.2.4. Mobility Policies
Mobility control policies aim to reduce the rate of contagion in regions
that attract large numbers of people by increasing proximity leading to an
increase in the rate of contagion in the region. The reasons for these
restrictions are to prevent people from:
i. Moving to regions at high risk of contagion, for example, isolation of
a region in such a way that people are not allowed in and out.
ii. Using transport modes where closeness between travelers increases the
likelihood of contagion (since it is normal that by public transport the
proximity between people shops to zero); for example, restricting the
factor of use of modes of transport. The ideal is to include the travel
times because it is determinant of contagion during the travel.
The following discusses a policy based on the total isolation of a rgregion; this implies that the following equation must be satisfied
0 = SstÎSU SssÎSSR(rg) (SrdÎRDE(rg) PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss + SroÎROR(rg) PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss) (81)
For modeling the binary variable MREt,rg must be included, it will be
equal to 1 if mobility to/from the rg-region is allowed, this involves including
two new equations.
1. DSUSIMt,st,ro,rg,ss: Definition – Control of susceptible population
traveling to rg-region from ro-region (PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss). This equation
substitutes the equation DSUSIt,st,ro,rg,ss
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PSIt,st,ro,rg,ss = PTRRro,rg,ss  MREt,rg  POFt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG roROR(rg) ssSSR(rg)
(82)
2. DSUSEMt,st,rg,rd,ss: Definition – Control of susceptible population
traveling from rg-region to rd-region (PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss). This equation
substitutes the equation DSUSEt,st,rg,rd,ss
PSEt,st,rg,rd,ss = PTRRArg,rd,ss  MREt,rg  POFt,st,rg,ss
t stSU rgREG rdRDE(rg) ssSSR(rg)
(83)
The above equations are mixed quadratic, which could be handled by
disjunctive equations. It is also possible to relax the binary character of
MREt,rg to allow partial isolations.
4.3.

Multi-Period Decisions
For practical purposes it seems unreasonable to take changing health
policies every day; however, the observed practice indicates that this
possibility has been used in many regions that continually change their control
policy daily. This validates the decision-making periods of a day for shortterm planning horizons, on the agenda of the weeks.
Therefore, to facilitate long-term planning, the concept of decision
periods is introduced which correspond to a group of contiguous days (several
days, one week, one month) in which the variables that define the control
policy are equals. These periods can be user-defined. This is done by entering
the pp subscript associated with a new entity called the decision t-period that
groups multiple days. The equation to be included is
XXXt,st,rg,ss = UXXXpp,st,rg,ss
t ppPDP(t) stSTA rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(84)
where
pp
Decision period
PDT(t)
Decision t-period which the t-period belongs
XXXt,st,rg,ss Decision variable associated with the t-period
UXXXt,st,rg,ss Decision variable associated with the decision period pp
XXXt,st,rg,ss is a wildcard that represents all decisions related to pandemic
control in the t domain, and the same variable in the pp domain.
For example, for simple control policy modeling, this equation limited
FQUt,st,rg,ss to
1. UFQUt,st,rg,ss: Unification of decisions by period. Variable UFQUpp,st,rg,ss
FQUt,st,rg,ss = UFQUpp,st,rg,ss
t ppPDP(t) stSTA rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(85)
5.

Vital Resources Capacity Modeling
This modeling is aimed at coordinating pandemic management with
the physical vital resources required to minimize the impacts due to the
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pandemic. It must be clear that managing the epidemic is managing the
resources, then the availability of resources must be considered regarding the
epidemic peaks are consequence of the NPI policies selected by public health
authorities. Coordination of the two aspects is essential to minimize the deaths
from due to the epidemic.
Health resources are divided into two types:
▪ Vitals (hrHRV): a subset of resources whose scarcity is reflected in
the change in epidemic status of affected patients, increasing the
number of deaths for reasons other than the epidemic.
▪ Complementary (hrHRC): resources whose scarcity creates
management problems but do not affect the development of the
pandemic.
The management policy of the pandemic should consider the
expansion of capacity of vital resources (the scarcity of which generates
additional deaths) and the adequacy of complementary resources to such
expansion, in accordance with the development of the pandemic.
5.1.

Vital Resources Availability
The basic epidemic model cannot represent an epidemic process
considering how the installed capacities of vital health resources affect the
natural process. When the capacity of a vital resource is exceeded, for example
the number of beds for care for severe patients requiring intensive care and/or
intermediate care (ICU), the probability of transition between states changes,
this can be modeled directly, building capacity-dependent rates simulating the
process that occurs.
The concept of alternative state is introduced, to which, with
probability 1, is directed the population that cannot be served by capacity
deficit. This state must be a new state that receives the population of the state
chain itself plus the forced transfer due to the capacity deficit. Then two
additional states must be included in the epidemic model:
IU
Unused Infected: Infected population not attended
CD
Epidemic Collateral Deaths: caused by reasons other than the epidemic
(mainly due to capacity or by management policies).
It should be noted that deaths directly generated by the epidemic (ED
state) corresponds to a constant value (this is due to the differential equations
model) independent of the management of the epidemic; therefore, trying to
minimize this number of total deaths cannot be the goal of optimization. If
nothing is done and the number of resources remains constant, the ED value
will also correspond to a constant value. However, managing installed
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capacity over the planning period can decrease the number of deaths occurring
in the CD state.

1. CAREt,rg,hr: Determines the available capacity at the beginning of t-period
in a rg-region for a hr-resource(set hrHRV). This equation is analyzed in
a posterior section.
CHSt,rg,hr = CARErg,hr + q=1,t CEXq,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(86)
2. RIPOt,rg,hr: Controls that does not exceed capacity for the "vital" resources.
This equation considers that CHSt,rg,hr the capacity of the resource is
regional and that all segments share that resource.
stINF ssSSR(rg) CIRGst,rg,hr  IPOt,st,rg,ss ≤ CHSt,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(87)
where
CIRGst,rg,hr = RECOst,hr  RPOBrg
(88)
where RPOBrg represents the population in the rg-region at the beginning
of the planning horizon (it converts fraction of population into
population) and RECOst,hr the unitary consumption per person of hrhealth-resource in st-state.
3. RIPODt,rg,hr: Control focused on important dates. It allows the planner to
determine the policy that "guarantees" that on certain dates (e.g., easter,
christmas, national holidays, ...) the consumption levels of critical hospital
resources (e.g., ICUs) ensure availability greater than or equal to a
predefined value. This is necessary due to the model is deterministic.
This is to define periods of controlled reliability, in which the use of
critical vital resources is controlled to be below a certain availability
level. The process involves adjusting the RIPOt,rg,hr equation by
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introducing a slack factor (FCHSt,rg,hr) in terms of the minimum fraction
of installed capacity that should be available. The new formulation of
RIPOt,rg,hr introduces a maximum use factor (UCHSpc,rg,hr).
UCHSt,rg,hr  CHSt,rg,hr ≥ stINF ssSSR(rg) CIRGst,rg,hr  IPOt,st,rg,ss
t rgREG hrHRV
(89)
where
UCHSt,rg,hr = 1 - FCHSt,rg,hr
(90)
Depending on the patient's mobility and/or vital resources in the macroregion, the above equation can be reformulated in such a way that an
infected patient can be treated in any region (applies for territories
associated with cities or metropolitan areas).
4. GIPOt,hr: Controls that does not exceed the global capacity for the "vital"
resources. This equation considers that the capacity of the resource is
global (macro-regional) and that all segments share that resource.
rgREG stINF ssSSR(rg) CIRGst,rg,hr  IPOt,st,rg,ss ≤ rgREG CHSt,rg,hr
t hrHRV
(91)
To satisfy the above equations it is necessary to incorporate a slack
variable that allows to redirect the unattended population to an "alternative"
state in which the probability (rate) of death is greater than if it had been
served. This term affects the differential equations that describe the epidemic;
therefore, an additional term, that takes nonzero value when the capacity
constraints of a vital resource are activated, is introduced in algebraic
equations.
Then, the increment population that exceeds the capacity is redirected
to one of the s1 alternative state, s1SUN(st). This implies that in the infected
states equations it is necessary to calculate the increment of people in the
alternative state as shows the following algebraic expression where the second
term represents the population that is unattended due to capacity.
IPOt,st,rg,ss + s1SUN(st) IPOt,s1,rg,ss
(92)
Considering that IPOt,st,rg,ss always satisfies the capacity constraints to
calculate the deficit are considered the following two equations.
5. DIPXt,st,rg,ss: Unattended infected patients in st-state
IPXt,st,rg,ss = s1SUN(st) IPOt,s1,rg,ss
t stINF rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(93)
The variable IPXt,st,rg,ss must be used in the incremental equation for
infected states in all epidemic models.
6. DEHRt,rg,hr: Deficit of vital health resources in rg-region
DHRt,rg,hr = stINF s1SUN(st) ssSSR(rg) RECOst,hr  RPOBrg  IPXt,s1,rg,ss
t rgREG hrHRV
(94)
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5.2. Health Resource Expansion
The capacity expansion of vital resources should consider two aspects:
▪ The cost structure of the expansion, and
▪ The time (period) at which the expansion is made.
▪ The budget available for capacity expansions
For the expansion cost it assumes a structure composed of a fixed cost
(CRFXrg,hr) plus a variable cost (CRVXrg,hr) that is caused by each expanded
resource unit. It is caused at the time of deciding the expansion. Simulating
the expansion process requires the following variables:
EXCt,rg,hr Binary variable that represents the decision to expand the capacity
of an hr-resource in the rg-region at the beginning of t-period , and
CEXt,rg,hr Continuous variable that represents the magnitude of the expansion.
The basic restrictions required are:
1. CAREt,rg,hr: Determines the available capacity at the beginning of t-period
in a rg-region for a hr-resource. It was defined
CHSt,rg,hr = CARErg,hr + q=1,t CEXq,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(95)
2. REXPt,rg,hr: Control that the available capacity at the beginning of t-period
in a region for a vital resource
RECt,rg,hr ≤ CHSt,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(96)
3. RCEXt,rg,hr: Controls that a capacity expansion is not performed in a period
if the construction decision has not been made; and therefore, the fixed
cost is assumed.
CEXt,rg,hr ≤ ∞  EXPt,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(97)
4. RCOXt,rg,hr: Determines the cost of expansions in a period in a rg-region
for a hr-resource.
COXt,rg,hr = CRFXrg,hr  EXPt,rg,hr + CRVXrg,hr  CEXt,rg,hr
t rgREG hrHRV
(98)
In addition to them there may be multiple variations that should be
considered for particular real-life cases (for example lead-times); equations
that represent these variations should be added to the model. The following
is an example of territory budget constraint.
5. BREG: Controls that investment made over the entire planning horizon
over all regions.
t rgREG hrHRX(rg) COXt,rg,hr ≤ BREG
(99)
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6.

Vaccination Process Management
The vaccination process management must analyze the vaccination
process in terms of the different types of vaccine that exist, which have
different characteristics that affect the time of control of the epidemic due to
the time they are available, the effectiveness of their protection and the
logistical process involved in their application. The indexes va (for the brand
of the vaccine) and fv (for the vaccination phase) should be included in
mathematical modeling.
The hypotheses made about the functioning of vaccines are (for real cases,
these hypotheses must be validated with an expert in the vaccination process):
1. Two types of vaccines are considered: one-phase (e.g., Johnson &
Johnson) and two-phase (e.g., Pzifer, ...). All vaccines may be considered
of multiple phases and this characteristic will be parametrized with the set
fvPVA(va) that define the phases of a vaccine.
2. The vaccine effectiveness is defined by two parameters
• FRVAva defined as the fraction of vaccinated people who will not
develop the disease despite being infected, and who will not infect
susceptible people.
• FRINva defined as the fraction of people who being vaccinated develop
the disease at critical levels. This caseis not considered in this
document.
3. Infected people (exposed and active) who are vaccinated do not alter their
epidemiological process and the same goes for recovered ones.
4. With the exception of the first phase, fv-phase should be administered
TFVAva,fv periods (days) after applying the previous phase (fv-1).
5. At each phase of the vaccination process the effectiveness factor is
increased, it depends on the type of vaccine and is represented by the
parameter FEVAva,fv.
6. A percentage of confidence in the vaccine is assumed for a phase such as
the fraction of people vaccinated in phase fv-1 who are revaccinated in
phase fv (FPVAfv).
7. It is considered a percentage of effectiveness in understanding the state of
the epidemic by means of a factor (FKWG) that indicates the fraction of
vaccinated people who are susceptible. This factor is because (under the
hypothesis 2) if the sampling process was perfect and the epidemic state
of entire population had been identified, only susceptible people to be
infected should be vaccinated, for this case FKWG is equal to 1. When the
measurement process is deficient FKWG decreases to a limit established
by the relationship between susceptible persons and the total population.
It is important that this is true if the hypothesis of that the recovered people
cannot be infected twice or more time during the pandemic planification
period.
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6.1.

Vaccination Process
For mathematical modeling purposes it should be noted that the
vaccination process alters the process of evolution of epidemic states which
involves new differential equations or adjustment of those already formulated.

The diagram shows the connection between all the epidemic states
including the VA state that represents the equivalent fraction of population
that has been vaccinated.
The modeling process will be analyzed in three stages.
To model multiple vaccines and multiple phases each additional phase
is equivalent to decreasing the susceptible population considering:
i)
Increment of va-vaccine effectiveness in fv-phase (VAEFva,fv), and
ii) Fraction of the population that is revaccinated in fv-phase (FRVAva,fv)
iii) Time elapsed from the previous phase (TPVAva,fv). For ease of algebraic
formulation, the accumulated time parameter (TAVAva,fv) is set from the
first phase to the va,fv-phase, it is calculated as:
TAVAva,fv = SfxFVA(fv) TPVAva,fx
(100)
where fxFVA(fv) represents the set of phases fx previous or equal to
the phase fv.
The equation required to simulate the vaccination process are:
1. UVA1t,rg,ss,va,fv: Number of vaccines applied in the first phase
The gross vaccination fraction, FVAt,rg,ss,va,fv, multiplied by the
susceptible population and by the population of the region, determines
the number of vaccines in the first phase to be applied during a day,
UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv). Algebraically this is
UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv = stSU RPOBrg  FVAt,rg,ss,va,fv  POPt,st,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg) vaVAC fvPH1
(101)
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where the set vaVAC defines the vaccines included in the model and
fvPH1 defines the first phase of the vaccination process.
2. FPVAt,rg,ss,va,fv: Equivalent fraction of vaccination in the susceptible
population (FVAt,rg,ss,va,fv, the effective fraction of vaccination) in the
susceptible population is equal to
PVAt,rg,ss,va,fv = stSU FKWG  FVAt,rg,ss,va,fv  POPt,st,rg,ss
t rgREG ssSSR(rg) vaVAC fvPH1
(102)
3. UVA2t,rg,ss,va,fv: Number of vaccines applied in the fv-phase different than
first phase, for the next phases, the number of vaccines used depends on
the date of the first vaccination
UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv = RPFPrg,va,fv  PVAt-TAVAva,fv,rg,ss,va,fv
t rgREG ssSSR(rg) vaVAC fvPH2(va)
(103)
where fvPH2(va) represents the set that defines the phases of the
vaccination process for the va-vaccine excluding the first and
RPFPrg,va,fv = RPOBrg  FPVAva,fv
(104)
4. IPOVAt,st,rg,ss: State: VA – Increment. Considering all phases, the increase
in equivalent fraction of people vaccinated is equal to
IPOt,st,rg,ss = vaVAC fvPH1 VAEFva,fv  PVAt,rg,ss,va,fv
+ vaVAC fvPH2(va) VAFRva,fv  PVAt-TAVAva,fv,rg,ss,va,fv
t stVA rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(105)
where the set fvPH1(va) define the first phase of the vaccination
process and
VAFRva,fv = VAEFva,fv  FRVAva,fv
(106)
5. DPOSUVt,st,rg,ss: State: SU – Decrement – Vaccination Process. The
decrement of the susceptible population for vaccination reasons is
DPOt,st,rg,ss = S2It-1,rg,ss + IPOt,s1,rg,ss + DPNt,st,rg,ss
t stSU s1VA1 rgREG ssSSR(rg)
(107)
As vaccines that do not apply to the susceptible population are
distributed, it is not important for the development of the pandemic as they do
not decrease the infection rate.
6.2.

Vaccines Inventory
The number of vaccines applied (UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv) must be subject to
various logistical and budget restrictions. Below are some of the restrictions
to consider, depending on each specific case additional restrictions may be
included.
1. IVAC t,va,fv: Vaccine Inventory. Total vaccine availability is assumed
differentiated by phases in the macro-region, so the following inventory
balance restriction must be met
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IVAt,va,fv = IVAt-1,va,fv - rgREG ssSSR(rg) UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv + EVAt,va,fv +
EVACt,va,fv
t vaVAC fvPHA(va)
(108)
Where the parameter EVACt,va,fv represents the amount of va-vaccine fvphase that arrive to the macroregion during the t-period and EVAt,va,fv the
vaccines buy by the model (a decision variable that must be controlled by
the user through set vaVBY).
2. VCARt,rg: Regional Group Vaccination Capacity. It is assumed that
vaccination capacity (CVAt,rg) is differentiated by group of regions (index
gr), and that it is dynamic and therefore a variable of the optimization
problem. Like vital hospital resources, it can be assumed that there is a
cost to the development of vaccination capacity, this for purposes of
estimating the budget associated with vaccination. All regions of a
vaccination regional group share the availability of vaccination resources.
rgRGR(gr) vaVAC va,fvPHV(va) ssSSR(rg) UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv ≤ CVAt,gr
t grGRE
(109)
where the set fvPHV(va) defines all the phases of the vaccination
process for va-vaccine and rgRGR(gr) the regions that are included in
the gr regional group.
3. VRESt,gr: Regional Group Vaccination Resources Availability. Dynamic
behavior is assumed for vaccination capacity (CVAt) through an equation
that determines the number of resources required to prepare to deal with
the campaign throughout the vaccination period. For each vaccination
regional group, the dynamic equation can be written as
CVAt,gr = CVAt-1,gr + DVAt,gr
t grGRE
(110)
where DVAt represents the increase in vaccination capacity during the tperiod in the macroregion.
4. VCSTt: Total Vaccination Cost.
Equation aimed at determining the cost of the vaccination process. It
must be defined by the user and for now it is considered an equation to
estimate vaccination costs plus the cost of the vaccine.
The total cost of vaccination (CTVt) is calculated as the cost of the
vaccine (CVACva,fv) plus the cost of applying the vaccine in the rg-region
(CVRGrg) plus the unitary cost of increasing vaccination capacity
(CDVA), the equation will be:
CTVt = vaVAC fvPHA CVACva,fv  EVAt,va,fv
+ rgREG ssSSR(rg) vaVAC fvPHA CVRGrg  UVAt,rg,ss,va,fv + grGRE
CDVA  DVAt,gr
t
(111)
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7.

Objective Function
First, it is impossible to avoid the pandemic process, optimization
model can be used to support epidemic management without entering the
dialectic of duality of goals: lives saved versus loss of quality of life of the
population.
The differential equations model establishes that the number of deaths
due to the epidemics if fixed (it depends on the biological parameters of the
population and is independent of the public health policies) the most
economical pandemic minimizes the longest epidemic time, i.e., the one that
is caused without public health policies aimed at slowing down the natural
speed of the pandemic process. Then, minimizing the number of susceptible
persons at the last day of the planning horizon is a measure of pandemic
control that tries to make the process as short as possible because when the
susceptible are zero, the pandemic will be over; this indirectly minimizes the
negative economic impact. This is
Min z = SSU
where
SSU = St=T SstSU SrgREG SssSSR(rg) POPt,st,rg,ss
(112)
The definition of SSU must be include in the model as a constraint,
SSUR.
There may be other approaches to setting the objective function that
represents the criteria decision-making, but they are not considered in this
document.
8.

Problems & Models
The information defined in this section is intended to define problems
and mathematical models in accordance with the methodologies chosen for its
solution. OPTEX orientation towards handling large size problems, it is
important to consider the definitions that are typical of OPTEX. In the setup
process, the user must define:
▪ Problems: are associated to a set of constraints, and possibly a set of
variables over which they have control.
▪ Models: are associated with a set of problems that make up the model.
▪ Decisions Support Systems: are associated with a set of models that
integrate decision support system.
Problems or models can be simple problems, in a direct relationship
problem-model, or may be associated with cycles of solution depending on the
methodology chosen by the modeler to address the solution. An optimization
problem is associated to a set of constraints that define it and a set of variables
over which the problem has control.
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SEIMR/R-S/OPT consists of three layers each associated with a given
capacity to the mathematical modeling, they are presented in the following
table.
Table 11. SEIMR/R-S/OPT - Epidemic Decision Support System Models
Model
Description Model
SEIMRRS
SEIMR/R-S Epidemic Model
SEIMROPT
SEIMR/R-S/OPT Optimization Epidemic Model
SEIMROPTV SEIMR/R-S/OPT Optimization Epidemic Model + Vaccination

The diagram shows the structure.

In turn each layer may be subdivided into several problems. The
problems and topics considered are presented in the following table, they are
organized in the three layers presented previously. A problem integrates
constrains and other problems.
Table 12. H-DSS Optimization Problems
Model / Problem
Problem
Description Problem
(Topics)
SEIMROPTV SEIMROPT SEIMRRS EPIDEF
Definitions
EPIDDY
Discrete Dynamic Equations
EPIPBA
Population Balance
EPIRSC
Resources Availability
EPICON
Control Policies
EPIVAC
Vaccination Process
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The restrictions associated with each problem are presented below.
Table 13. SEIMROPTV - Regional-Segment Optimization Epidemic Model + Vaccination
SEIMROPT - Regional-Segment Optimization Epidemic Model
Vaccination
Process
SEIMRRS
Regional-Segment Resources
Control
(EPIVAC)
Epidemic Model
Capacity
Complex
Policies
Definitions Discrete
Population (EPIRSC)
(EPICON)
(EPIDEF) Dynamic
Balance
(EPIDDY) (EPIPBA)
DSUSR
IPOSU
BPOP
RIPO
CCPQ
DPOSUV
IPOSUR
DSUSI
DPOSU
BPRP
GIPO
CPSI
FPVA
DSUSE
DPPND
GNPX
RREC
PPOR
IPOVA
DSUSN
IPOEX
CREC
PPOD
IVAC
DSUSIN
DPOEX
DEDR
PPOF
UVA1
DSUINS
IPOI0
CARE
Simple
UVA2
Control
DSUINO
DPOI0
REXP
VCAR
Policies
DSUSIE
IPOIF
RCEX
DSUDTR
VCST
DSUSIES
IPORE
RCOX
UFQU
VRES
DSUSIEO
DPORE
BREG
PINPSN
DSUS2I
DPORER
DINIS
IPOED
DINIX
IPOND
DINII
DINIE
DINPR

9.

Optex Implementation
SEIMR/R-S/OPT was implemented in GAMS by RCADT using
OPTEX Expert Optimization System (Velásquez-Bermudez, 2019)

The interested reader can review the implementation process in Velasquez-Bermúdez (2021e,
2021f). SEIMR/R-S/OPT is available under GNU licensee in GAMS algebraic language. The
instructions for download the source code are in:
http://www.doanalytics.net/Documents/SEIMR-R-S-OPT-GNU-license.pdf
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Conclusion
One of the main limitations of the traditional approach is to assume
that the entire population is homogeneous with respect to its epidemiological
behavior. It is well known that the epidemic manifests differently in each
sociodemographic stratum and that the composition of sociodemographic
segments depends on each region.
The added value by mathematical programming approach is to convert
simulation models into optimization models to be able to combine them with
other mathematical programming models, following the principles of
structured mathematical modeling that allows join multiple mathematical
programming problems in a single holistic model. Based on the above, the
formulation of the models is done by means of algebraic equations that
represent how the epidemiological process evolves during the planning
horizon.
While models like SEIMR/R-S/OPT can be difficult to use for the
COVID-19 pandemic (mainly because of the non-existence of the model and
the scarcity of appropriate databases at the beginning of the pandemic), their
greatest benefit is laying the groundwork for high complexity analytical tools
to help manage a low-speed disaster such as the present pandemic.
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